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Abstract. For an untwisted affine Kac–Moody Lie algebra g with Cartan and Borel subal-
gebras h Ă b Ă g, affine Demazure modules are certain Upbq-submodules of the irreducible
highest-weight representations of g. We introduce here the associated affine Demazure
weight polytopes, given by the convex hull of the h-weights of such a module. Using meth-
ods of geometric invariant theory, we determine inequalities which define these polytopes;
these inequalities come in three distinct flavors, specified by the standard, opposite, or
semi-infinite Bruhat orders. We also give a combinatorial characterization of the vertices of
these polytopes lying on an arbitrary face, utilizing the more general class of twisted Bruhat
orders.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. Let G be a finite-dimensional, simple, simply-connected complex alge-
braic group, with a fixed choice of maximal torus and Borel subgroup T Ă B Ă G. Let λ
be a dominant integral weight of T , let Vλ be the associated irreducible, finite-dimensional
representation of G, and let w P W be an element of the Weyl group. We associate to such a
λ and w the Demazure module V w

λ , which is the smallest cyclic B-submodule of Vλ contain-
ing the extremal weight vector vwλ. These modules and their T -characters were first studied
by Demazure [10,11], particularly via their geometric constructions as global sections of line

bundles on Schubert varieties Xw “ BwB{B Ă G{B in the flag variety associated to G.
To each Demazure module V w

λ one can attach the associated Demazure weight polytope

Pw
λ :“ convQtµ : V w

λ pµq ‰ 0u Ă X˚
pT q b Q, (1.0)

where V w
λ pµq denotes the µ weight space of V w

λ under the action of T , X˚pT q is the character
lattice of T , and convQ is the rational convex hull. Such weight polytopes, their geometric
and combinatorial descriptions, and their connection to the characters of Demazure modules
have been of recent interest. When G is of type An, the role of a Demazure character is
played by a key polynomial κα, and the Demazure weight polytope is given by the corre-
sponding Newton polytope Newtonpκαq. A conjecture of Monical–Tokcan–Yong [29], proven
by Fink–Mészáros–St. Dizier [16], gives a relation between the lattice points in Newtonpκαq

and the monomials appearing in κα; that is, the key polynomial κα has saturated Newton
polytope (see [29, Definition 1.1]). The polytopes Newtonpκαq can also be viewed as certain
examples of Bruhat-interval polytopes, introduced by Tsukerman and Williams [35]; these
more general polytopes–and their faces–have concise descriptions both by their vertices and
by their inequalities.

In previous work [5], the authors extended the consideration of Demazure weight polytopes
Pw
λ beyond type An. First, using geometric invariant theory (GIT) techniques, inequalities

were derived which cut out Pw
λ in all types. More specifically, for points x in the Schubert

variety Xw, a line bundle L, and a cocharacter η of T , one gets inequalities µLpx, ηq ď 0 from
1
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the Hilbert–Mumford criterion for semistability. The set of inequalities was then reduced
to a necessary and sufficient set by translating the geometric data coming from the GIT
problem into the combinatorics of the Demazure product or monoid structure pW, ˚q on the
Weyl group. These were then used to describe the combinatorial structure on the faces of Pw

λ ,
which made apparent that they are again Demazure weight polytopes. Finally, with this in
hand, representation-theoretic techniques could be applied to extend the saturation result of
[16] to Demazure characters when G is simple of classical type. By additional computational
methods, the same result was also obtained in types F4 and G2, and is conjectured to hold
for E6, E7 and E8 (see [5, Conjecture 11.4]).

1.2. Extending to the affine setting. In the present work, we aim to extend a portion of
this story to the setting of affine Demazure modules. We do not endeavor to give a complete
survey of these modules, but refer to Section 2 for a brief introduction to the necessary
algebraic and geometric perspectives. Like their “finite-type” (non-affine) counterparts, the
affine Demazure modules are determined by a dominant integral weight λ and Weyl group
element w, but these are now for the untwisted affine Kac-Moody groups, and the affine Weyl
group.

Via the same definition as in (1.0), we can define, for an affine Demazure module V w
λ , the

corresponding affine Demazure weight polytope Pw
λ . The goal of this paper is two-fold:

(1) Explicitly describe a complete (though redundant) set of inequalities defining an
affine Demazure polytope Pw

λ (Theorem 6.5), and
(2) Give a combinatorial description of the vertices of Pw

λ which lie on an arbitrary face
(Theorem 10.8).

For the first objective, we again use GIT techniques, now on Schubert varieties in the
affine flag variety GpKq{I, where G is as before, K “ Cpptqq is the field of Laurent series, and
I is the (positive) Iwahori subgroup associated to B. While the approach is the same as in
the finite case, we encounter new phenomena that are unique to the affine setting, stemming
from how an arbitrary cocharacter relates to the Tits cone. This new feature manifests itself
as follows: the inequalities defining Pw

λ (and hence the faces of Pw
λ ) come in three distinct

types, depending on a cocharacter η being

(i) in the dominant chamber, or
(ii) in the anti-dominant chamber, or
(iii) outside of the Tits cone and dominant on the subspace LiepT q;

in more familiar terms of weights, these three cases correspond to being of positive level,
negative level, or level zero. These three types lead to the associated geometry in GpKq{I
being “thin,” “thick,” or “semi-infinite” in flavor and to the associated combinatorics being
with respect to the standard, opposite, or semi-infinite Bruhat orders. While these three
orders are considerably different, a crucial shared property is that each satisfies the diamond
lemma (recalled in Lemma 3.6). This allows us to give a unified treatment of these orders
and define an associated Demazure product for each in Section 3. Note that the inequalities
obtained in Theorem 6.5 are in general not an irredundant set of inequalities. It would be
an interesting problem to determine the minimal set of inequalities.

For the second objective, even the introduction of the three distinct Bruhat orders does
not successfully capture the combinatorics of the faces of Pw

λ . We instead rely on the more
general notion of twisted Bruhat orders, as introduced by Dyer [14, 15], which remember
more subtle information regarding the coweight η beyond its “type” as above. As a common
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generalization of the standard, opposite, and semi-infinite Bruhat orders, twisted Bruhat
orders share the same beneficial properties such as the diamond lemma and well-defined
Demazure products. We recall the definition of these orders, and discuss the key features
which generalize familiar results on the standard Bruhat order, in Section 9. While an
interesting topic, we do not discuss in this paper the associated geometric characterizations
of twisted Bruhat orders as we do for the standard, opposite, and semi-infinite cases; we refer
interested readers instead to the work of Billig and Dyer [1]. We do not give any indication
here about the saturation of affine Demazure characters, although this remains a question
of interest.

1.3. Outline of paper. In Section 2 we recall the definitions of the affine (Kac–Moody) Lie
algebras and groups, their irreducible highest weight modules, and the Demazure modules
V w
λ . We also give a sketch of the geometric construction of the Demazure modules via the

Borel–Weil–Bott theorem and line bundles on the affine flag variety and Schubert varieties.
In Section 3 we discuss the standard, opposite, and semi-infinite Bruhat orders. We give a

uniform combinatorial treatment of these orders and their associated length functions, and
in particular use the diamond lemma to define a Demazure product for each of these orders.
We show that these products are well-defined and derive the combinatorial properties of this
product that we will need.

In Section 4, we recast the three Bruhat orders into geometric statements via closure
relations in the affine flag variety. For the standard and opposite Bruhat orders these are
well-known; for the semi-infinite order, this is also well-known, although the existing litera-
ture suffers from multiple common conventions. We fix our conventions with some explicit
explanation in this setting.

In Section 5, we briefly recall how to use GIT techniques to produce controlling inequalities
for semistability. We then apply this to line bundles on Schubert varieties in Section 6 to
determine the inequalities of Pw

λ .
In Section 7, we examine the stabilizer of a coweight η as a subgroup in the affine Weyl

group. We introduce a uniform notation for distinguished subgroups W pηq related to the
stabilizer and their coset representatives W pηq. In Section 8 we examine the faces of the
polytopes Pw

λ to motivate in Section 9 the introduction of the twisted Bruhat orders of
Dyer. We derive the key combinatorial properties of these orders and describe how they
relate to the cosets W pηq and subgroups W pηq of the previous sections. Finally, in Section
10 we use this machinery to determine which vertices of Pw

λ lie on a fixed face, and show
that this set is itself determined by an interval in the Coxeter group W pηq beginning at the
identity.

Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Jiuzu Hong for encouraging the
pursuit of this question in the affine Lie algebras setting, and for many helpful discussions
on the geometry of affine flag varieties.

2. Preliminaries on affine Lie algebras and affine flag varieties

In this section, we briefly sketch the construction of affine (Kac–Moody) Lie algebras, their
irreducible highest-weight representations, and the associated affine flag varieties. Because
of the scope of work in these areas (in particular with relation to geometry), many differing
but equivalent choices of conventions and realizations exist in the literature. We fix here our
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notations and conventions, following most closely those of [23] and [24], with the translation
to other existing conventions being a straightforward exercise for the knowledgeable reader.

2.1. Affine Lie algebras. Let g̊ be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over C. We
fix a choice of Cartan and Borel subalgebras h̊ and b̊ with h̊ Ă b̊ Ă g̊. With respect to
this choice, we have a root system Φ̊ with simple roots tα1, . . . , αnu. We also set θ P Φ̊
to be the highest root of g̊. Then there is a normalized invariant form p¨|¨q on g̊ satisfying
pθ|θq “ 2; we will always use this normalization. The associated root lattice of g̊ is given

by Q̊ :“
Àn

i“1 Zαi Ă h̊˚, where we identify h̊˚ with h̊ via p¨|¨q. We have similarly the coroot

lattice Q̊_ “
Àn

i“1 Zα_
i Ă h̊. The Weyl group of g̊, denoted by W̊ , is generated as a Coxeter

group by the simple reflections ts1, . . . , snu, where si is the reflection corresponding to the
simple root αi.
To this data, we let g be the untwisted affine Kac–Moody Lie algebra associated with g̊;

we refer to these throughout simply as affine Lie algebras. As a vector space, g is given by

g “
`

g̊ bC Crt, t´1
s
˘

‘ Cd ‘ CK,

where Crt, t´1s is the ring of Laurent polynomials, d is the degree derivation, and K is the
central element. Then g̊ is naturally a subalgebra of g via the embedding x ÞÑ xb 1. We let

h “ h̊ ‘ pCd ` CKq

be the Cartan subalgebra of g. We extend the bilinear form p¨|¨q to h by p̊h|Cd ‘ CKq “

pd|dq “ pK|Kq “ 0 and pd|Kq “ 1. Similarly, we can define

h˚
“ h̊˚

‘ pCΛ0 ` Cδq ,

where Λ0 is dual to K and δ is dual to d (that is, xΛ0, Ky “ xδ, dy “ 1 and xΛ0, h̊ ‘ Cdy “

xδ, h̊ ‘ CKy “ 0).
As a Kac–Moody algebra, g has a root system Φ which decomposes as a disjoint union

Φre \ Φim of real and imaginary roots, respectively. These are given by

Φre “ tβ ` nδ : β P Φ̊, n P Zu,

Φim “ tnδ : n P Z, n ‰ 0u.

The simple roots of g are given by tα0, α1, . . . , αnu, where as before tα1, . . . , αnu are the

simple roots in Φ̊ and α0 :“ ´θ ` δ. Then the affine Weyl group W is generated as a
Coxeter group by the simple reflections ts0, s1, . . . , snu. The affine Weyl group W can also

be realized as an affine reflection group associated to the finite Weyl group W̊ via

W – W̊ ˙ Q̊_,

where to an element β_ P Q̊_ of the finite coroot lattice we associate the translation tβ_ . In
this presentation, we have s0 “ sθt´θ_ .

2.2. Demazure modules for affine Lie algebras. Given an affine Lie algebra g, recall
the set of integral dominant weights for g (or more appropriately, for h Ă g) defined by

P` :“ tλ P h˚ : xλ, α_
i y P Zě0 @i “ 0, 1, . . . , nu.

We denote by Λi P P` the ith fundamental weight of g, defined uniquely by xΛi, α
_
j y “ δij,

the Kronecker delta, and xΛi, dy “ 0 for all i “ 0, 1, . . . , n. Note that the fundamental weight
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Λ0 agrees with the previous definition. We define the weight lattice of g, P , via

P :“
n
à

i“0

ZΛi ‘ Cδ.

To each integral dominant weight λ P P`, we associate the corresponding integrable
irreducible highest-weight λ representation of g, Vλ. This gives a bijection between P` and
the collection of such representations. For the purposes of this paper, we will always assume
xλ,Ky ą 0, as the case λ “ kδ is uninteresting (dimVkδ “ 1). As an h-module via restriction,
Vλ has a weight space decomposition

Vλ “
à

µPP

Vλpµq,

where Vλpµq :“ tv P Vλ : h.v “ xµ, hyv @h P hu; note that each weight space is finite
dimensional. The set of weights of Vλ is given by tµ P P : Vλpµq ‰ 0u. This is a (typically
infinite) W -invariant set of weights in P . If µ “ wλ is a weight of Vλ for some Weyl group
element w, we say that µ is an extremal weight of Vλ.
As Vλ is a highest-weight representation, there exists a unique-up-to-scaling nonzero vector

vλ P Vλpλq, the highest-weight vector. For any Weyl group element w P W , consider the
extremal weight space Vλpwλq. This is one-dimensional, with basis element vwλ. We now
introduce the key representation-theoretic object of interest; namely, the Demazure module
V w
λ .

Definition 2.1. Let Vλ be an irreducible, highest-weight g-representation, and fix w P W .
Then the Demazure module V w

λ is the Upbq-submodule of Vλ given by

V w
λ :“ Upbq.vwλ Ă Vλ.

In the next subsection, we give a geometric construction for V w
λ .

Remark 2.2. Many authors consider, for affine Lie algebras, Demazure modules V w
λ for w

an element of the extended affine Weyl group. These modules can equivalently be described
by an element of the usual affine Weyl group along with a suitable adjustment to the highest
weight, so we do not make a distinction in these cases.

We can again consider the h-module structure via restriction for V w
λ ; this gives a similar

weight space decomposition

V w
λ “

à

µPP

V w
λ pµq.

A basic question about such representations is to understand the set of nonzero weights of
V w
λ , denoted wtpV w

λ q. This set is calculable via the Demazure character formula through the
work of Kumar [25] and Mathieu [28]. In this work we consider the following a priori weaker
object, the Demazure weight polytope Pw

λ . These are finite-dimensional, compact, convex,
lattice polytopes and will be the fundamental objects of interest for us.

Definition 2.3. Let V w
λ be a Demazure module associated to an affine Lie algebra g. Then

the Demazure weight polytope Pw
λ is defined by

Pw
λ :“ convpwtpV w

λ qq Ă h˚
Q.

While not clear from the definition, the Demazure weight polytope Pw
λ has a simple de-

scription via its vertices. We take the following result from [5, Theorem 4.7], as the proof
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given there goes through to the affine Lie algebra setting; in the finite case, this result is
implicit in the work of Dabrowski [9, page 119] via a similar proof.

Proposition 2.4. For any λ P P` and w P W , we have

Pw
λ “ convptvλ : v ď wuq

where v ď w is in the standard Bruhat order on W .

2.3. Affine flag varieties. Our ultimate goal is to understand the inequalities defining the
polytopes Pw

λ , using techniques from geometric invariant theory (GIT) in Section 6. Toward
that end, we first need to understand the connection between Demazure modules and the
geometry of Schubert varieties in the affine flag variety.

To simplify the notation for the remainder of the paper, let G be the finite-dimensional,
simple, simply-connected complex algebraic group with LiepGq – g̊. Associated to G we
have group schemes LG and L`G such that LGpRq “ GpRpptqqq and L`GpRq “ GpRrrtssq
for any C-algebra R. We write also L´GpRq “ GpRrt´1sq. L`G and L´G are equipped
with evaluation morphisms ev0 : L

`G Ñ G and ev´8 : L´G Ñ G sending the uniformizers t
and t´ to 0, respectively. We define I :“ ev´1

0 pBq and I´ :“ ev´1
8 pB´q. Note that the root

spaces appearing in I and I´1 partition the affine roots associated to LG.
We may form the affine flag variety as the étale sheafification of

R ÞÑ LGpRq{IpRq.

This is an ind-projective ind-scheme (for G as considered). As we will just concern ourselves
with the C-points, we have that FlG “ GpKq{I. Our assumptions on G (simple, simply-
connected) imply that FlG is connected: indeed for G reductive, we have π0pFlGq “ π1pGq “

P_{Q_.
Using the Bruhat decomposition of LG, given by

LG “
ď

wPW

IwI,

we obtain a stratification of FlG by finite-dimensional strata. We write Cpwq for IwI{I

and Xpwq for its closure, IwI{I. In general these are singular varieties which are, however,
normal and Cohen-Macaulay and admit rational resolutions of singularities. These Schubert
varietiesXpwq, as well as their cousins in other flag varieties (whose definition will be recalled
later), are the main geometric objects of this paper.

2.4. Line bundles. Let Ĝ be the affine Kac-Moody group associated to G, a simple group
over C. It is built via two successive extensions:

1 Ñ GmxKy Ñ G̃ Ñ LG Ñ 1

and

1 Ñ Gmxdy Ñ Ĝ Ñ G̃ Ñ 1.

The extensions split over L`G. As is well-known, FlG is a homogeneous space under LG,
but the line bundles on FlG cannot be given an LG-equivariant structure. This is remedied
by the fact that line bundles on FlG may be given a Ĝ-linearization. These linearizations
may be restricted to TKM , the Kac–Moody torus, which fits into the following diagrams:
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T̃ T

G̃ LG

TKM T̃

Ĝ G̃

Note that TKM is an algebraic torus, finite-dimensional over C, of dimension rkpGq ` 2.
As mentioned before, since the extensions split over L`G, TKM is a split extension T ˆ

GmxKy ˆ Gmxdy.
For any integral λ P P we may construct an equivariant line bundle Lpλq on FlG: in

particular in our setting we have

PicpFlGq » P.

We follow the normalization that for λ P P`, Lpλq will have global sections; or in other
words the duals Lp´λq “ Lpλq˚ can be identified with the pullback of a tautological bundle
Lp´λq “ i˚OPpVλqp´1q associated to a Plucker embedding i : FlG Ñ PpVλq (cf. [24, 7.2.1]).

These line bundles may be restricted to line bundles on Xpwq, and they will be denoted
by Lwpλq.

Remark 2.5. Though not strictly necessary for this paper, the following theorem of Mathieu
[28, Chapitre XII Prop. 6] is relevant: all line bundles on Xpwq arise in this fashion as
restrictions of line bundles from FlG. More precisely, given w P W and writing Supppwq for
its support, we can define

P ˝
w “ tλ P P |xλ, α_

i y “ 0 @i P Supppwqu.

Then PicpXpwqq » P {P ˝
w.

The link between the algebraic definition of Demazure modules V w
λ comes from the fol-

lowing well-known result [24]:

Proposition 2.6. For λ P P`, V w
λ – H0pXpwq, Lwpλqq˚, and all higher cohomology groups

vanish.

This realization of the Demazure module V w
λ , and the fact that the Schubert variety Xpwq

is TKM -stable, situates us nicely in the realm of GIT techniques, as we will see in Section 5.

3. Orders and Demazure products on the affine Weyl group

In this section, we build the combinatorial framework which will support and reinterpret
the subsequent geometric properties we are interested in. In particular, we closely examine
an affine Weyl group W and various “Bruhat” partial orders on it; to each of these, we then
introduce an associated “Demazure product,” defined purely combinatorially, and investigate
their shared properties. While the individual orders and Demazure products greatly vary,
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a combinatorial lifting lemma (Lemma 3.6) allows us to treat these products in a uniform
fashion.

The orders considered in this section and their associated Demazure products are all
common examples of a more general construction for twisted Bruhat orders, which we will
recall in Section 9. However, we separate and highlight in this section the most familiar
of these orders–namely, the standard, opposite, and semi-infinite Bruhat orders–as a first
introduction to this approach, as these orders will play the most significant roles in our
geometrical analysis in subsequent sections.

3.1. Three Bruhat orders on affine Weyl groups. Let W be an affine Weyl group, with
simple generators S “ ts0, s1, . . . , snu as in Section 2.1. As pW,Sq is a Coxeter group, we
have an associated length function l : W Ñ Zě0 and Bruhat order ď on W ; we will refer to
this as the standard or positive Bruhat order on W . As the Bruhat order is a partial order
on W graded by the length function l, we will often consider this data as a pair pl,ďq. We
assume familiarity with the definition and standard properties of the Bruhat order, and refer
to [7] as our primary source for the full details and constructions.

Second, to any Coxeter group pW,Sq, we can associate the opposite or negative Bruhat
order as a slight alteration of the standard Bruhat order.

Definition 3.1. The opposite, or negative, Bruhat order ď´ on pW,Sq is defined by

w ď´ v ðñ v ď w;

that is, ď´ is the reverse order of ď on W . Then ď´ is a graded partial order on W graded
by the opposite, or negative, length function

l´ : W Ñ Zď0, l´pwq :“ ´lpwq.

As pl´,ď´q is just the reverse order of the standard Bruhat order with the negative stan-
dard length function, many of the combinatorial properties of pl´,ď´q follow immediately
as rephrasings from those of pl,ďq. Thus, proofs of properties for pl´,ď´q typically reduce
to the case of pl,ďq in the natural way.
While the standard and opposite Bruhat orders make sense for any Coxeter group, we now

recall a third order on W , the semi-infinite Bruhat order, specific to the affine Weyl group
setting. This relies on the semi-direct product construction of W . In particular, recall that
we have the realization

W – W̊ ˙ Q̊_,

where W̊ :“ xs1, . . . , sny is the finite Weyl group, and Q̊_ is the finite coroot lattice acting

via translations tξ for ξ P Q̊_. As before, we have in this realization

s0 “ sθt´θ_ ,

where θ is the highest root of the associated finite-type root system Φ̊. Let ρ be the half
sum of the positive roots of Φ̊, the (finite) Weyl vector.

Definition 3.2. The semi-infinite length function l8
2
is defined by

l8
2
: W Ñ Z, l8

2
pwtξq :“ lpwq ` x2ρ, ξy,

where lpwq is the standard length of w P W̊ .
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Using this length function, we can define a partial order on W in a fashion analogous to
pl,ďq or pl´,ď´q as follows. Let β P Φ`

re be a positive real affine root and w P W . We denote
by

w
β
ÝÑ sβw

if l8
2

psβwq “ l8
2

pwq ` 1, where sβ P W is the reflection associated to β. We can then define
the semi-infinite Bruhat order.

Definition 3.3. For w, v P W , we say that w ď 8
2
v if there exists a (possibly empty) sequence

of positive real affine roots β1, . . . , βk such that

w
β1
ÝÑ sβ1w

β2
ÝÑ sβ2sβ1w

β3
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

βk
ÝÑ sβk

¨ ¨ ¨ sβ1w “ v.

Then ď 8
2
is a partial order on W graded by l8

2
.

Remark 3.4. Note that l8
2

pvq and l8
2

pv´1q are not necessarily the same. In fact, we have

chosen a “left-sided” convention for the covering relations: w
β
ÝÑ sβw. The “right-sided”

semiinfinite Bruhat order is equivalent but less suitable for the present context.

The semi-infinite Bruhat order pl8
2
,ď 8

2
q appears in the literature in relation to Lusztig’s

generic order [27] and Peterson’s stable order [33]. Like the more familiar Bruhat orders,
the semi-infinite order has found extensive application in the representation theory of affine
Lie algebras and the geometry of flag varieties; see for example [21, Introduction] and cita-
tions therein. The semi-infinite Bruhat order has a rich combinatorial structure, of which
we introduce only a portion for our purposes. In Section 4, we will recall the geometric
description of these orders in the affine flag variety.

Example 3.5. In type A
p1q

2 , here is a portion of the Hasse diagram for the standard order
local to s2s1s0 “ s1t´α_

1 ´α_
2
. This is not a full interval, but merely a sampling of elements

and how they are related. The grading along the top indicates the standard length, on the
bottom is the negative length. The covering relations for the opposite order would have all
arrows exactly reversed.

0 1 2 3 4

s1 s2s1 s1s2s1s0

e s0 s1s0 s2s1s0 s2s1s0s1

s2s0 s0s2s1s0

0 ´1 ´2 ´3 ´4

Now here is a portion of the Hasse diagram for the semi-infinite order, same elements
(again, not a full interval):
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´4 ´3 ´2 ´1 0 1 2

s1s2s1s0 s2s1s0s1

s2s1s0 s1s0 s0 e s1 s2s1

s0s2s1s0 s2s0

As seen in Example 3.5, the global structure of intervals in the affine Weyl group with
respect to the standard, opposite, and semi-infinite Bruhat orders can be quite varied. How-
ever, these orders share the following critical local property known in the literature as the
lifting lemma, the diamond lemma, or the Z-property. For the standard Bruhat order, the
diamond lemma as we state it comes from [4, Lemma 2.5]; the analogous statement for the
opposite Bruhat order follows immediately. For the semi-infinite Bruhat order, versions of
the diamond lemma are given in [22, Lemma 4.1.4] and [21, Lemma 2.6]. Our phrasing of
the diamond lemma in this setting is a direct consequence of these.

Lemma 3.6. Let pl˛,ď˛q be any of the standard, opposite, or semi-infinite Bruhat orders
with their respective length functions. Let w, v P W such that w ă˛ v, and let s P S be a
simple reflection. Then

(a) Either sw ď˛ v or sw ă˛ sv.
(b) Either w ď˛ sv or sw ă˛ sv.

Example 3.7. Again in type A
p1q

2 , with the semi-infinite order, take for instance w “ s1s0
and v “ s0; note that we have s1s0 ď 8

2
s0. We get this diamond with s “ s2:

s1s0

s2s1s0 s0

s2s0

α1α2

α1`α2
α2

The notation pl˛,ď˛q to denote an arbitrary choice of our three Bruhat orders is inten-
tional. In what follows, many of the combinatorial constructions we introduce can be treated
uniformly across the three orders provided that the order and length functions satisfy their
respective diamond lemma. Thus we use the subscript ˛ to highlight this property while also
treating each case simultaneously.

3.2. Demazure products associated to pl˛,ď˛q. Given a Bruhat order pl˛,ď˛q, we next
introduce the notion of the related Demazure product. For the standard Bruhat order, this
is the usual Demazure product, also called the 0-Hecke monoid structure or Coxeter monoid
structure in the literature. First studied combinatorially by Norton [31] in the setting of
the Hecke algebra, the Demazure product gives an alternative associative monoid structure
on any Coxeter group W , which we denote by pW, ˚q. In alignment with our notational
conventions for the length function and Bruhat order, we do not put any subscript on ˚

when discussing the standard Demazure product.
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We generalize this construction to produce two additional “Demazure products” on W .
The first, associated to the opposite Bruhat order, was considered by He [17] and called
the downward Demazure product. This has been used in the study of the “wonderful com-
pactification” of an adjoint semisimple group [17], [18] and the Newton points and strata of
affine Deligne–Lusztig varieties [34]. The second is an analogous product in the semi-infinite
setting, which we believe to be new.

To begin, we record the following technical lemma which will enable us to give a uniform
construction of the Demazure products. This is clear in the standard and opposite Bruhat
order cases; for a proof in the semi-infinite case, see [22, Lemma 4.1.2].

Lemma 3.8. Let w P W and let s P S be an arbitrary simple reflection. Then

l˛pswq “ l˛pwq ˘ 1,

so that w ă˛ sw or sw ă˛ w.

With this in hand, since we now have that for any w P W and simple reflection s that
the pair tw, swu are comparable in the ordering ď˛, we can define the Demazure products
in two steps.

Definition 3.9. Let v P W and s P S be a simple reflection. Then we define the Demazure
product s ˚˛ v via

s ˚˛ v :“ maxď˛
tv, svu “

#

v, l˛psvq “ l˛pvq ´ 1.

sv, l˛psvq “ l˛pvq ` 1.

Note that we take in the definition the maximum of tv, svu with respect to the order ď˛;
this is well-defined by Lemma 3.8. We can now iterate this process for arbitrary w, v P W
to get their Demazure product w ˚˛ v P W .

Definition 3.10. Let w, v P W and fix a reduced expression w “ sksk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s1. Then we
define

w ˚˛ v :“ sk ˚˛ psk´1 ˚˛ p¨ ¨ ¨ ps2 ˚˛ ps1 ˚˛ vqq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq P W.

By convention, we set e ˚˛ v :“ v. It is not clear from the definition that w ˚˛ v is
independent of the reduced expression for w; however, the following proposition gives an
alternative construction of w ˚˛ v that shows that it is indeed independent. Here, we make
repeated crucial use of the diamond lemma.

Proposition 3.11. For any w, v P W , maxď˛
tre, wsvu exists and is equal to w ˚˛ v, where

re, ws Ă W is the interval with respect to the standard Bruhat order. In particular, w ˚˛ v is
well-defined.

Proof. We induct on lpwq, the standard length of w. The case lpwq “ 0 is clear by convention
and the case lpwq “ 1 holds by Definition 3.9. Assume that it holds for lpwq “ k, and suppose
that lpwq “ k ` 1. Write w “ sw1 for some simple reflection s and w1 P W with lpw1q “ k.
Then by definition,

w ˚˛ v “ s ˚˛ pw1
˚˛ vq

applying Definition 3.10 for a particular reduced expression for w (and hence also w1). By
induction, w1 ˚˛ v does not depend on the choice of reduced expression and can be written as

w1
˚˛ v “ x0v
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for some x0 P re, w1s. Note that, for any x P re, w1s, we have xv ď˛ x0v. We consider two
cases:

(1) Suppose x0v ă˛ sx0v, so that w ˚˛ v “ sx0v. Since x0 ď w1 and w1 ă sw1 “ w, we
have by the diamond lemma (a) applied to x0 ă w that sx0 ď sw1 “ w. Now consider
any x ď w “ sw1. Then again by the diamond lemma (b) applied to x ď w, either
x ď w1 or sx ď sw. In the first case by the induction hypothesis we have xv ď˛ x0v
since x P re, w1s. In the latter case, write x “ sx1; thus x1 ď w1. Then x1v ď˛ x0v.
Applying the diamond lemma (a) here for x1v ď˛ x0v, we get that either

sx1v “ xv ď˛ x0v ă˛ sx0v “ w ˚˛ v,

or else

sx1v “ xv ď˛ sx0v “ w ˚˛ v.

Thus for any x P re, ws, we have that xv ď˛ sx0v “ w ˚˛ v. So, w ˚˛ v “ psx0qv “

maxď˛
tre, wsvu.

(2) Suppose sx0v ă˛ x0v, so that w ˚˛ v “ x0v. Take any x ď w “ sw1. Applying
diamond lemma (b) to x ď sw1 we have either x ď w1 or sx ď w1. In the former case,
by the induction hypothesis since x P re, w1s we have xv ď˛ x0v “ w ˚˛ v. Else, write
x “ sx1 for x1 P re, w1s. Then again x1v ď˛ x0v, and by the diamond lemma (a) for
x1v ď˛ x0v we get either

xv “ sx1v ď˛ sx0v ă˛ x0v “ w ˚˛ v,

or else

xv “ sx1v ď˛ x0v “ w ˚˛ v.

Thus for any x P re, ws, we have that xv ď w ˚˛ v “ px0qv “ maxď˛
tre, wsvu.

□

Remark 3.12. The existence of maxď˛
tre, wsvu is also proven by Chen and Dyer [8], even

for more general twisted orders ďη. We will examine this in more detail in Section 10.

Remark 3.13. For the standard Demazure product ˚, there is more flexibility with the state-
ment of Proposition 3.11. That is, it is also known (cf. [5, Proposition 6.2, Corollary 6.3],
for example) that

w ˚ v “ maxďtwre, vsu “ maxďtxy : x P re, ws, y P re, vsu.

This is not the case, however, for ˚´ and ˚ 8
2
. In the former, one can define a left- and

right-downward Demazure product [34] which are in general different elements. For the
latter, one could define a “right” semi-infinite Demazure product in an analogous way; we
do not have need for such a construction here.

We conclude this section by recording two additional combinatorial properties of the De-
mazure products ˚˛. For the standard Demazure product, these appear in the literature as
the following facts:

(1) ˚ is associative: pw ˚ vq ˚ u “ w ˚ pv ˚ uq, and
(2) If w ˚ v “ xv for the unique x P re, ws given by Proposition 3.11, then lpw ˚ vq “

lpxq ` lpvq.
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However, it is straightforward to check that neither ˚´ nor ˚ 8
2
satisfy the naive analogues of

these properties. Instead, the correct generalization is to consider how ˚´ and ˚ 8
2
interact

with ˚. As we will not make use of these results, we give them here without proof; these
are both straightforward consequences again of the diamond lemma and induction as in the
previous proof.

Proposition 3.14. (1) For any w, v, u P W , we have

pw ˚ vq ˚˛ u “ w ˚˛ pv ˚˛ uq;

that is, ˚˛ is a left monoid action of pW, ˚q on W .
(2) Let w, v P W and write w ˚˛ v “ x0v for x0 P re, ws. Then

l˛pw ˚˛ vq “ lpx0q ` l˛pvq,

where as always lp¨q is the standard length function.

Remark 3.15. For ˚´, the two parts of Proposition 3.14 were first proven by He in [19] and
[18], respectively.

4. Geometry of the Affine Weyl Group

As in Section 2, the positive real affine roots are given by

Φ`
re “ tα ` kδ : k ą 0, or k “ 0 and α P Φ̊`

u.

For an affine root β “ α ` kδ, we use the shorthand β ą` 0 (or usually just β ą 0) to
indicate that β P Φ`

re.
Similarly, the negative real roots Φ´

re are defined as Φ´
re :“ ´Φ`

re. We write β ą´ 0 for
β P Φ´

re.
There is also the set of semi-infinite positive real roots, defined by

Φ`
8
2
:“ tα ` kδ : α P Φ̊`

u;

note that both positive and negative real roots can be semi-infinite positive. The shorthand
β ą 8

2
0 is used to indicate a semi-infinite positive root.

4.1. Orders and inversions. The different Bruhat orders can each be described in terms
of inverting positive roots β P Φ`

re. For the standard and opposite Bruhat orders this is
textbook; for the semi-infinite Bruhat order, see for example [22, §2.4, §A.3]. In the following
lemma, ˛ can be substituted with `,´, or 8

2
to get a uniform alternative definition of these

orders.

Lemma 4.1 (Uniform order definition). Let w P W and β P Φ`
re. Then w ď˛ sβw if and

only if w´1β ą˛ 0.

Lemma 4.2. Let v, w P W such that v ď˛ w. Let η be a coweight such that γ ą˛ 0 ùñ

xγ, ηy ě 0. Then vη ´ wη is a nonnegative combination of simple coroots.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case v ď˛ w “: sβv. By Lemma 4.1, v´1β ą˛ 0. Hence
xv´1β, ηy ě 0 and

vη ´ sβvη “ xβ, vηyβ_
“ xv´1β, ηyβ_,

which belongs to the nonnegative span of simple coroots. □
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We will frequently want to identify W with a subset of the flag varieties GpKq{I, GpKq{I´,
and GpKq{TUpKq, and as a preliminary step, with a subset of GpKq{T . This correspondence
comes with a twist on the translations. Specifically, we will map

wtξ P W̊ ˙ Q̊_
ÞÑ wt´ξ

P GpKq{T,

where t´ξ stands for the element ´ξ P HompC˚, T q “ T pCrt, t´1sq Ă T pKq Ă GpKq. This
twist allows us to neatly align the various Bruhat orders with the geometry of closure rela-
tions; see Remark 4.6.

4.2. Positive order. For w P W , recall thatXpwq denotes the closure of the I-orbit through
w in GpKq{I:

Xpwq “ IwI Ď GpKq{I

The following lemma is the most direct analogue of the relationship between geometry
and Bruhat order in the finite-dimensional setting. Its proof is omitted, though it serves as
the archetype for Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose β “ α ` kδ ą` 0 and w ď sβw. Then

Xpwq Ď Xpsβwq.

4.3. Negative order. Let Ypwq denote the closure of the I-orbit through w in GpKq{I´:

Ypwq “ IwI´ Ď GpKq{I´.

Note that this is infinite-dimensional.

Lemma 4.4. Suppose β “ α ` kδ ą` 0 and w ď´ sβw. Then

Ypwq Ď Ypsβwq.

Proof. Note that if w ď´ sβw then we have w ě sβw in the standard Bruhat order. Thus
there is some positive root γ such that wγ “ ´β. Using the well-known SL2 formula we
obtain, for a P C˚,

IsβwI
´

{I´

“ IUβpaqU´βp´a´1
qUβpaqβ_

paqwI´
{I´

“ IU´βp´a´1
qUβpaqwI´

{I´.

Since Uβpaqw “ wU´γpaq, we finally obtain

IsβwI
´

{I´
“ IU´βp´a´1

qwI´
{I´.

We obtain the desired result after taking the limit a Ñ 8. □

4.4. Semi-infinite order. For w̃ P W , let Qpw̃q denote the closure of the I-orbit through
w̃ in GpKq{TUpKq:

Qpw̃q “ Iw̃TUpKq Ď GpKq{TUpKq

Lemma 4.5. Suppose β “ α ` kδ ą` 0 and w̃ ď 8
2
sβw̃. Then

Qpw̃q Ď Qpsβw̃q.

on Schubert varieties in GpKq{TUpKq.
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Proof. It suffices to check that w̃ can be obtained as a limit point of the set Isβw̃TUpKq.

Write w̃ “ wtξ, with w P W̊ and ξ P Q̊_. By multiplying on the right by t´ξ, it is equivalent
to verify that w is a limit point of IsβwTUpKq. Finally, it is equivalent to verify that e is a
limit point of

w´1Iwsw´1βTUpKq,

and that is ultimately what we shall do.
Now β “ α ` kδ, where either k “ 0 and α ą` 0 or k ą 0. So w´1β “ w´1α ` kδ, and

sw´1β “ sw´1αtkw´1α_ ÞÑ sw´1αt
´kw´1α_

under the identification as an element of GpKq{T . Thus we will show that e is a limit point
of

w´1Iwsw´1αt
´kw´1α_

TUpKq.

Let a P C˚ be arbitrary. Consider the element Uαpatkq, which belongs to I due to the
assumptions on α, k. We claim that

wUαpatkqw´1sw´1αt
´kw´1α_

a´w´1α_

Uw´1α_patkq

has limit e as a Ñ 8. This product exists entirely in the root embedding of SL2 or PGL2

determined by the positive root w´1α. In SL2, the calculation is straightforward:

„

1 atk

0 1

ȷ „

0 ´1
1 0

ȷ „

t´k 0
0 tk

ȷ „

a´1 0
0 a

ȷ „

1 atk

0 1

ȷ

“

„

1 0
a´1t´k 1

ȷ

.

□

Remark 4.6. Correlating s0 with the fixed point sθt
θ_

sets up the geometry so that Xps0q

has dimension 1 and Qps0q Ă Qpeq with “relative dimension” 1. At this point, in the W̊ ˙Q̊_

realization of W one could either choose:

(1) s0 „ sθtθ_ and l8
2

pwtξq “ lpwq ´ x2ρ, ξy or

(2) s0 „ sθt´θ_ and l8
2

pwtξq “ lpwq ` x2ρ, ξy.

We choose the second so that the length function matches the literature more closely.

5. Reminder on GIT and inequalities

The presence of a nontrivial weight space V w
λ pµq ‰ 0 is equivalent to the existence of

TKM -invariant global sections of a line bundle over Xpwq. First, let us recall some of the
main features from geometric invariant theory, which addresses existence of invariant global
sections.

5.1. GIT. Let X be a projective, normal S-variety, where S » C˚ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆC˚ is an algebraic
torus. Let L be an S-linearized line bundle on X.

Definition 5.1. A point x P X is semistable with respect to L if for some n ą 0, there is a
section σ P H0pX,LbnqS such that σpxq ‰ 0. The set of all semistable points of X is denoted
XsspLq, or just Xss if the reference to L is clear, and any point of X which is not semistable
is unstable.
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Given x P X and a one-parameter subgroup (OPS) η : C˚ Ñ S, the stability of L at x
can be probed using η. Since X is projective, the limit point x0 “ limtÑ0 ηptq.x exists and
is invariant under the action of η. The fibre Lx0 carries a C˚-action via η:

ηptq.z “ trz

for some integer r. Moreover, if there exists an invariant section σ such that σpxq ‰ 0, then
one can show that r ě 0.

Definition 5.2. In the above setting, we define µLpx, ηq :“ ´r.

By this definition, a given x P X being semistable implies µLpx, ηq ď 0 for any OPS η.
The Hilbert-Mumford criterion [30] asserts that the converse is true:

x is semistable w.r.t. L ðñ µL
px, ηq ď 0 for every OPS η.

Hesselink [20] showed that XzXss has a stratification in which the (unstable) points of
each stratum have a common OPS witnessing the instability. In particular, if X is irreducible
and has no semistable points, there is a unique open dense stratum U Ď X and an OPS η
such that

x P U ùñ µL
px, ηq ą 0.

5.2. Semistability on Xpwq. As recalled in Proposition 2.6 above, the sections of line
bundles on Xpwq provide a realization of the Demazure modules:

H0
pXpwq, Lwpλqq

˚
» V w

λ .

We are interested in the weight spaces of V w
λ with respect to the torus TKM “ T ˆ C˚pdq ˆ

C˚pKq. As in [5, Lemma 5.6], a rational weight µ belongs to Pw
λ if and only if

H0
pXpwq, pCµ b Lwpλqq

bn
q
TKM ‰ 0

for some integer n ě 1. Here C˚pKq acts trivially on GpKq{I, and by a scalar on the fibres.
Given that xλ,Ky “ xµ,Ky, the existence of a TKM -semistable locus for the line bundle

L “ Cµ b Lwpλq precisely controls whether µ P Pw
λ . The numerical criteria for semistability

require us to calculate

µL
px, ηq

as a function of x P Xpwq and η : C˚ Ñ TKM , as we now make explicit.

5.3. Three families of cocharacters. The affine Weyl group W acts on the cocharacter
lattice X˚pTKMq; however, unlike in the classical setting, there is more than one fundamental
domain for this action. In fact, there are infinitely many fixed points given by the multiples of
K. Even in X˚pTKMq{pKq there are three fundamental domains. We will use δ to distinguish
among these, and in each case define subgroups Mpηq Ď P pηq Ď GpKq that extend the roles
of Levi and parabolic subgroups.

Definition 5.3. A cocharacter η : C˚ Ñ TKM is called

(1) positive if xδ, ηy ą 0. In this case, one may find v P W such that vη is dominant.
We define P pηq to be the subgroup generated by v´1Iv and the affine root subgroups

Uα such that xα, ηy “ 0. We define Mpηq to be the subgroup generated by these root
subgroups Uα.
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(2) negative if xδ, ηy ă 0. In this case, one may find v P W such that vη is antidominant.
We associate to η the subgroup P pηq which is generated by v´1I´v
and the affine root subgroups Uα such that xα, ηy “ 0. We define Mpηq to be the

subgroup generated by these root subgroups Uα.
(3) level-zero if xδ, ηy “ 0. In this case, one may find v P W̊ such that xαi, vηy ě 0 for

all i “ 1, . . . , r. That is, vη is a finite dominant coweight.
We associate to η the subgroup P pηq generated by v´1 pTUpKqq v and the (real)

affine root subgroups Uα such that xα, ηy “ 0. We set Mpηq to be the subgroup
generated by the root subgroups UαpKq where α is a finite root such that xα, ηy “ 0.

Note that the property of being positive, negative, or level-zero is unchanged under the action
η ÞÑ vη for v P W .

Using the decompositions of Section 4, taking inverses, and using that P pηq contains (a
Weyl conjugate of) either I, I´, or TUpKq, we obtain the following common decomposition
of FlG:

Lemma 5.4. For η of any type (positive, negative, level-zero), FlG breaks up as a disjoint
union (indexed over an appropriately chosen subset of W )

FlG “
ğ

q

P pηqqI{I.

Let pI denote the preimage of I Ă LG in pG. A more natural definition of affine Schubert

cells (and their generalizations) would be P pηqqpI{pI. We have an isomorphism between

P pηqqpI{pI and P pηqqI{I, and the same holds for their closures, so for geometric questions we
may (and do) work with the latter. But the former is more useful for constructing our line
bundles on Xpwq via the Borel associated bundle construction.

We write

LXpwqpC´λq :“ IwpI ˆ
pI C´λ.

By [24] Lemma 8.1.4, this line bundle on Xpwq coincides with the pullback of the previously
described line bundle: LXpwqpC´λq “ Lwpλq.

Now let x P Xpwq, η : C˚ Ñ TKM , and L “ Cµ b Lwpλq as above. We will calculate
µLpx, ηq, in the same manner as [3, §4.2] (see also [2, Lemma 14]) in the finite setting. We

can find some q P W such that x P P pηqqpI{pI. Moreover, x0 “ limtÑ0 ηptq.x belongs to

MpηqqpI{pI. Write x0 “ ℓ0qpI{pI. The fibre Lx0 can be identified as the collection of pairs
modulo a relation:

Lx0 “ tpℓ0qb, zq : b P pI, z P Cu{pℓ0qb, zq „ pℓ0qbb
1, λpt1

qzq,

where t1 is the part of b1 P pI belonging to TKM .
Recalling that the TKM -linearization of L has been twisted by µ, the action of ηptq on this

line is evidently by

λ´1
pq´1ηptqqµpηptqq “ tx´λ,q´1ηy`xµ,ηy.

Therefore, keeping in mind the isomorphism P pηqqpI{pI » P pηqqI{I, we have calculated
the following.

Lemma 5.5. Suppose x P P pηqqI{I, η : C˚ Ñ TKM , and L “ Cµ b Lwpλq. Then

µL
px, ηq “ xλ, q´1ηy ´ xµ, ηy.
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6. Inequalities for Pw
λ

We produce inequalities defining Pw
λ in the following fashion. If µ R Pw

λ , this corresponds
with L “ Lwpλq b C´µ being an unstable bundle on Xpwq. Assume that this is the case.
Then to each unstable point x P Xpwq, we can associate the Kempf “maximal destabilizing
OPS” ηx. Moreover, by work of Hesselink, there will exist a dense open subset U Ă Xpwq

such that for all x, y P U we have ηx “ ηy. We can then conjugate this Kempf maximal
destabilizing OPS attached to U to a “standard” OPS η: ηx “ vη. Then P pηq will contain
either I, I´, or TUpKq, and we can apply Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5.

Definition 6.1. We take Bpηq to be I if η is positive, I´ if η is negative, and TUpKq if η
is level-zero.

In order to produce inequalities, we require the following result, which is a straightforward
generalization of [5, Lemma 5.8] to the current setting.

Lemma 6.2. Fix an affine Schubert variety Xpwq, and let η be a standard OPS. Then there
exists u P W such that vBpηqv´1uI{I X Xpwq is dense inside Xpwq.

The question becomes how to characterize when this dense intersection occurs. It will be
helpful to have a summary of how Schubert cells (in each of the three flag varieties) behave
when twisted by simple reflections.

Lemma 6.3. Let w P W and si a simple reflection. Let η : C˚ Ñ TKM be either dominant,
antidominant, or finite dominant. Then

siIwBpηq Ď

"

IsiwBpηq, w ď˛ siw
IsiwBpηq \ IwBpηq, siw ď˛ w

Proof. For b P I, we have
sib “ b1siUαi

pcq

for some b1 P I and c P C.
In case w ď˛ siw, we know that w´1αi ą˛ 0; hence

sibwBpηq “ b1siUαi
pcqwBpηq “ b1siwUw´1αi

pcqBpηq “ b1siwBpηq P IsiwBpηq.

Otherwise, siw ď˛ w and ´ pw´1αiq ą˛ 0. If c “ 0, then we still have

sibwBpηq “ b1siwBpηq P IsiwBpηq.

But if c ‰ 0, we observe that

siUαi
pcq “ Uαi

p´c´1
qU´αi

pcq pmod T q

from the SL2 theory. Thus

sibwBpηq “ b1Uαi
p´c´1

qU´αi
pcqwBpηq “ b1Uαi

p´c´1
qwU´wαi

pcqBpηq

“ b1Uαi
p´c´1

qwBpηq P IwBpηq. □

Now we can relate dense intersections with closure relations and Demazure products for
the various orders ď˛.

Lemma 6.4. The following are equivalent:

(1) Xpwq Ď vBpηqv´1uI{I
(2) For Bpηq of type ˛ we have w´1 ˚˛ v ď˛ u´1v.
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Moreover, if vBpηqv´1uI{I X Xpwq is dense in Xpwq, then the equivalent statements above
are true.

Proof. (1) ùñ (2): Let q ď w in the standard Bruhat order. Since Xpqq Ď vBpηqv´1uI{I,

we see that in particular v´1q P Bpηqv´1uI{I. This is equivalent to q´1v P Iu´1vBpηq in
GpKq{Bpηq, so by the relevant Lemma in Section 4, q´1v ď˛ u´1v. Since this is true for
arbitrary q ď w, we obtain

w´1
˚˛ v ď˛ u´1v

by Proposition 3.11.
(2) ùñ (1): We will show that v´1Xpwq Ď Bpηqpw´1 ˚˛ vq´1I{I. It is equivalent to show

Bpηqv´1IwI{I Ď Bpηqpw´1 ˚˛ vq´1I{I, or even

w´1IvBpηq Ď Ipw´1 ˚˛ vqBpηq, (6.4)

which is the direction we will take, inducting on ℓpwq.
For ℓpwq “ 0, the statement is obvious. Now suppose (6.4) holds whenever ℓpwq “ k, and

consider an arbitrary w P W with ℓpwq “ k ` 1. Decompose w “ w1s, where s P S and
ℓpw1q “ k. By hypothesis,

w´1IvBpηq “ sw´1
1 IvBpηq Ď sIpw´1

1 ˚˛ vqBpηq.

By Lemma 6.3,

sIpw´1
1 ˚˛ vqBpηq Ď Ips ˚ pw´1

1 ˚˛ vqqBpηq “ Ipw´1 ˚˛ vqBpηq.

The result follows, establishing (1) ðñ (2).
Finally, suppose vBpηqv´1uI{I X Xpwq is dense in Xpwq. Then

Xpwq “ vBpηqv´1uI{I X Xpwq Ď vBpηqv´1uI{I. □

We are now in a position to prove our first main result.

Theorem 6.5. Let µ be a rational character. Then µ P Pw
λ if and only if xλ,Ky “ xµ,Ky

and

(1) for every fundamental coweight Λ̌i and v P W , the inequality

xλ, pw´1
˚ vqΛ̌iy ď xµ, vΛ̌iy

holds, and
(2) for every negative fundamental coweight ´Λ̌i and v P W , the inequality

xλ, pw´1
˚´ vqp´Λ̌iqy ď xµ, vp´Λ̌iqy

holds, and
(3) for every finite fundamental coweight ω̌i and v P W , the inequality

xλ, pw´1
˚ 8

2
vqω̌iy ď xµ, vω̌iy

holds.

Proof. First, suppose µ P Pw
λ . Since µ is a convex combination of the vertices qλ, q ď w,

it will suffice to ensure that each vertex qλ satisfies the inequalities (1) - (3), the condition
xλ,Ky “ xqλ,Ky being apparent from the W -invariance of K.
For this, we must argue that

xλ, pw´1
˚˛ vqηy ď xqλ, vηy
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for each choice of ˛, where xγ, ηy ě 0 for all γ ą˛ 0.
From Proposition 3.11, we know that q´1v ď˛ w´1 ˚˛ v. Hence

q´1vη ´ pw´1
˚˛ vqη

is a nonnegative combination of positive coroots by Lemma 4.2. Since λ is dominant, the
inequality holds.

Second, suppose µ R V w
λ . It could be that xλ,Ky ‰ xµ,Ky. But suppose xλ,Ky “ xµ,Ky;

we will find an inequality that µ violates. For all n ě 1,

H0
pXpwq, pCµ b Lwpλqq

bn
q
TKM “ 0,

or in other words, L “ Cµ b Lwpλq is unstable.
There is an open subset U Ď Xpwq with the same OPS η1 that witnesses the instability:

x P U ùñ µLpx, η1q ą 0. Now, depending on whether xδ, η1y is positive, negative, or zero,
we can manage to find a v P W such that η “ v´1η1 is dominant, antidominant, or finite
dominant, respectively.

As pointed out in Lemma 6.2, we can find u P W such that vBpηqv´1uI{I has dense
intersection with Xpwq. So take any x P UXvBpηqv´1uI{I. We have µLpx, ηq “ xλ, u´1vηy´

xµ, vηy by Lemma 5.5, and this expression is ą 0:

xλ, u´1vηy ą xµ, vηy.

Recalling Lemma 6.4, observe that u´1v ě˛ w´1 ˚˛ v, and thus xλ, pw´1 ˚˛ vqηy ą xλ, u´1vηy

by Lemma 4.2.
Finally, we relate the “failed inequality”

xλ, pw´1
˚˛ vqηy ą xµ, vηy

to one of those in the theorem statement. Even though η might not be fundamental (or
negative fundamental, or finite fundamental), we can write η as a nonnegative combination
ř

ciΛ̌i (or
ř

cip´Λ̌iq, or
ř

ciω̌i, as the case may be) modulo K. As we have assumed
xλ,Ky “ xµ,Ky, we get

xλ, pw´1
˚˛ vq

´

ÿ

ciΛ̌i

¯

y ą xµ, v
´

ÿ

ciΛ̌i

¯

y,

or equivalent for the other two cases. For some index i such that ci ‰ 0, we must therefore
have

xλ, pw´1
˚˛ vqΛ̌iy ą xµ, vΛ̌iy

or equivalent. □

7. Stabilizers of cocharacters and coset representatives

In Theorem 6.5, the inequalities describing Pw
λ are given in terms of pairings of the form

xν, vηy for certain characters ν, cocharacters η, and Weyl group elements v. In the subsequent
sections, we will explore the face structure of Pw

λ . We first introduce some simplifying
combinatorial conventions.

Specifically, the pairings of Theorem 6.5 are unchanged when replacing v with u “ vx as
long as xη “ η, and in order to understand the essential role of the constraints, we will soon
find it helpful to make a judicious choice of a representative u. This is done in Corollary 7.9
below. First, we analyze some intricacies of the stabilizer subgroup Wη Ă W .
When η is in the Tits cone, the stabilizers Wη and coset representatives W η :“ W {Wη

are textbook. However, the case when xδ, ηy “ 0 is less widespread in the literature. In this
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case, the stabilizers are less well-behaved than their classical counterparts. Instead, we find
it useful to recall a different subgroup and corresponding coset representatives–Peterson’s
coset representatives [33], [26]–as these have the analogous combinatorial properties we will
need.

Throughout, we say η is an “appropriately dominant” cocharacter if it is either affine
dominant, affine antidominant, or finite dominant. By way of motivation, we start with the
following proposition for when η is affine dominant or antidominant (cf. [23, Prop. 3.12a]).

Proposition 7.1. Let η be an affine dominant or antidominant cocharacter, and let Wη Ă W
be the stabilizer of η. Then Wη is generated by the simple reflections which it contains; that
is, if J :“ tj|sjpηq “ ηu Ď t0, 1, . . . , nu and WJ :“ xsj|j P Jy, then Wη – WJ .

In this case, Wη is a standard parabolic subgroup of W . At the level of root systems, we can
define

Φ`
J “ Φ`

X
à

iPJ

Zě0αi,

which are the positive roots in the corresponding Levi subalgebra of g corresponding to J .
Note that when J ‰ t0, 1, . . . , nu, then both |Wη| and |Φ`

J | are finite.
We can next consider the cosets W η :“ W {Wη, which are more commonly denoted in the

literature as W J :“ W {WJ , for such η. These cosets vWη come with distinguished represen-
tatives, the minimum-length representatives, which for our purposes are most conveniently
characterized by the following classical proposition (cf. [7, §2.4] or [24, 1.3.E Exercise]).

Proposition 7.2. Let η, J , and W η be as above. Then

W η
“ tv P W |v

`

Φ`
J

˘

Ă Φ`
u.

We now want to consider the case when η is finite dominant, so that xαi, ηy ě 0 for i ‰ 0
and xδ, ηy “ 0. Then unlike in Proposition 7.1, the stabilizer Wη in this case is no longer
a finite parabolic subgroup of W . We give a precise description of the stabilizers Wη in
the subsequent Lemma 7.5. But first, we introduce a distinguished subgroup pWJqaf Ă W
determined by η and investigate its relation to the stabilizer Wη.
Concretely, let η be a finite dominant cocharacter and set J :“ ti|xαi, ηy “ 0u Ď

t1, 2, . . . , nu “: rns. Then we can consider the parabolic subgroup WJ Ă W̊ of the finite

Weyl group. Let Φ`
J be the associated set of positive roots; note that here Φ`

J Ď Φ̊`. Let

Q̊_
J :“

À

iPJ Zα_
i be the associated coroot lattice. With this data, we define the following

subgroup of W , following the notation of the lecture notes [33] (see also [26]).

Definition 7.3. For J as above, let pWJqaf :“ WJ ˙ Q̊_
J .

That is, pWJqaf is the affine Weyl group corresponding to the finite Weyl groupWJ . Similarly,
we can define an associated set of positive (affine) roots to the index set J .

Definition 7.4. Let Φ̊J be the finite root system associated to J . Then we define pΦJq
`
af by

pΦJq
`
af :“ tβ P Φ`

|β “ γ ` kδ, γ P Φ̊Ju.

It is an easy exercise to see that pWJqaf – xsβ|β P pΦJq
`
afy (cf. [26, Lemma 10.5]). In

particular, pWJqaf is a reflection subgroup of W . Moreover, pWJqaf is actually a Coxeter
group, whose simple generators can be computed explicitly via results of Dyer [12]. We will
later be interested in the Coxeter presentation of pWJqaf and its associated length function.
The following lemma connects pWJqaf to the stabilizer of η.
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Lemma 7.5. Let η be finite dominant with J “ tj|xαj, ηy “ 0u. Denote by Wη the stabilizer
subgroup of η in W . Then pWJqaf Ă Wη, and

Wη – WJ ˙ ηK,

where we define ηK :“ ttξ|ξ P Q̊_, pη|ξq “ 0u. Moreover, if J “ rnsztiu for some 1 ď i ď n,
then Wη – pWJqaf.

Proof. Using pWJqaf – xsβ|β P pΦJq
`
afy as remarked above, it is clear that pWJqaf Ă Wη, since

by construction xβ, ηy “ 0 for all β P pΦJq
`
af. Now, let u P W such that upηq “ η. Write

u “ wtξ for w P W̊ and ξ P Q̊_. Then we have tξpηq “ w´1pηq. Since xδ, ηy “ 0, we get

tξpηq “ η ´ pη|ξqK.

Pairing with Λ0, we see

xΛ0, w
´1

pηqy “ xΛ0, tξpηqy “ xΛ0, ηy ´ pη|ξq,

as xΛ0, Ky “ 1. But since w P W̊ , necessarily xΛ0, w
´1pηqy “ xΛ0, ηy. This forces pη|ξq “ 0,

so that tξ P ηK. Finally, tξpηq “ η and thus wpηq “ η; viewing η as a dominant cocharacter

of the finite torus by restriction, we can use the classical result for W̊ to see that w P WJ .
This proves the first claim. For J “ rnsztiu, it is clear to see that in this case ηK “ Q̊_

J .
□

Remark 7.6. It is not true in general that Wη – pWJqaf. Consider for example the case

when g “ A
p1q

3 , and let η be the cocharacter ω_
1 ` ω_

2 and J “ t3u. Then indeed pWJqaf
stabilizes η, but so do the additional lattice elements tξ for ξ P Zpα_

1 ´ α_
2 q.

While we do not have Wη – pWJqaf in all cases, we will see in what follows that it
suffices to just consider pWJqaf and its distinguished coset representatives. We refer to
the latter as Peterson’s coset representatives, as he first introduced them in his study of
the quantum cohomology of generalized flag varieties G{P [33]. These representatives are
defined to have the same combinatorial properties as minimum-length representatives in the
dominant/antidominant cases; more precisely,

Proposition 7.7 ([26, Lemma 10.6]). For J as above, define pW Jqaf by

pW J
qaf :“ tw P W |wpβq P Φ` for all β P pΦJq

`
afu.

Then W “ pW Jqaf pWJqaf; that is, any w P W can be uniquely written as a product w “ vu
for v P pW Jqaf, u P pWJqaf.

In conclusion, for an appropriately dominant cocharacter η of one of our three types, we
make the following definitions to unify notation.

Definition 7.8. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter. Then we define the fol-
lowing objects:

(1) subgroups W pηq Ă W given by

W pηq :“

#

Wη “ WJ , η is affine dominant or affine antidominant with vanishing J

pWJqaf, η is finite dominant with vanishing J
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(2) the corresponding coset representatives

W pηq :“

#

W η “ W J , η is affine dominant or affine antidominant with vanishing J

pW Jqaf, η is finite dominant with vanishing J

(3) the maps πpηq : W Ñ W pηq and πpηq : W Ñ W pηq given by the unique factorizations.
(4) subsets of positive roots

Φ`
η :“

#

Φ`
J , η is affine dominant or affine antidominant with vanishing J

pΦJq
`
af, η is finite dominant with vanishing J

so that W pηq :“ tw P W |wpΦ`
η q Ă Φ`u in each case.

Finally, we return to the statement of Theorem 6.5. Consider as in the proof of Theorem
6.5 any inequality of the form

xλ, pw´1
˚˛ vqηy ď xqλ, vηy

for each choice of ˛ and appropriately dominant η. Here, q ď w and v P W was chosen so
that the Kempf OPS η1 “ vη. Of course, we could choose v P W pηq by Lemma 7.5. Thus, we
can simplify slightly our considerations in Theorem 6.5 as below. In the following section on
faces of Pw

λ , this restriction will be combinatorially advantageous.

Corollary 7.9. In each of the inequalities defining Pw
λ , we can freely restrict to considering

only those v P W pηq.

8. Faces of Pw
λ

We next want to understand the faces of the polytope Pw
λ . In general, faces are deter-

mined by fixing a collection of the defining inequalities of Theorem 6.5 as equalities. In the
finite-dimensional reductive case [5], faces were explicitly described for maximal parabolic
subgroups Pi–that is, the facets of Pw

λ –although the same analysis holds for all faces.
Fix η an appropriately dominant cocharacter, and denote by pď˛, ˚˛q the corresponding

Bruhat order and Demazure product related to η in the inequalities of Pw
λ . Fix also an

element v P W ; by Corollary 7.9, we make a prudent choice of coset representative and
assume v P W pηq. With this data, we make the following definition for faces of Pw

λ .

Definition 8.1. For η, pď˛, ˚˛q, and v P W pηq as above, the face Fpv, ηq is given by

Fpv, ηq :“
␣

µ P Pw
λ : xλ, pw´1

˚˛ vqηy “ xµ, vηy
(

.

We would like to understand the combinatorial structure of these faces. As a first pass, we
can derive the following proposition, which relates vertices qλ, q ď w, lying on a fixed face to
certain translates of the stabilizers Wη. As it will have no effect on V w

λ or Pw
λ , for technical

convenience, we assume that w is the coset representative of maximal length in wWλ. Such
a representative exists, since by assumption λ is affine dominant and not a multiple of δ.
Therefore Wλ is a finite parabolic subgroup.

Proposition 8.2. Let η, v, and Fpv, ηq be as above. A vertex qλ belongs to the face Fpv, ηq

if and only if (for some choice of q̄ P qWλ)

pq̄q
´1

P pw´1
˚˛ vqW pηqv´1.

The proposition follows at once from the next three lemmas.
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Lemma 8.3. Suppose λ is a dominant weight and η an appropriately dominant coweight.
Let w1 ď˛ w2. Then

Wλw1Wη “ Wλw2Wη ðñ xλ,w1ηy “ xλ,w2ηy

Proof. The implication ñ is immediate by the W -invariance of x, y.
For ð, proceed by induction on l˛pw2q´l˛pw1q, the base case being trivial in that w1 “ w2.
For w1 ‰ w2, find some positive root γ such that w1 ă˛ sγw1 ď˛ w2. Note that w

´1
1 γ ą˛ 0,

so that xw´1
1 γ, ηy ě 0. Now

xλ,w1ηy ě xλ, sγw1ηy ě xλ,w2ηy,

but the outer pairings are assumed to be equal. Thus

xλ,w1ηy “ xλ, sγw1ηy,

which implies that xλ, γyxγ, w1ηy “ 0, and

xλ, sγw1ηy “ xλ,w2ηy,

so by induction Wλsγw1Wη “ Wλw2Wη.
Either xλ, γy “ 0, in which case sγ P Wλ, or xw´1

1 γ, ηy “ 0, in which case s|w´1
1 γ| P Wη.

Either way,

Wλsγw1Wη “ Wλw1Wη,

from which the result follows. □

When η is finite dominant, we have seen that Wη is unwieldy; we instead prefer to work
with the combinatorially-approachable subgroup W pηq. This change is made possible by the
following lemma.

Lemma 8.4. Suppose η is a finite dominant coweight and λ is an affine dominant weight
with xλ,Ky ą 0. Let w1 ď 8

2
w2. If

Wλw1Wη “ Wλw2Wη,

then

Wλw1W pηq “ Wλw2W pηq.

Proof. We may write w1 “ xw2y, where x P Wλ and y P Wη. Let J “ tj ě 1 : xαj, ηy “ 0u.
By Lemma 7.5 we may decompose y “ tξz where pη|ξq “ 0 and z P WJ . We will show that
ξ P ‘jPJZα_

j , so that y P W pηq.
By the assumption w1 ď 8

2
w2, we have for any finite fundamental weight ω_

k that

xλ,w1ω
_
k y ě xλ,w2ω

_
k y.

Write η “
ř

kRJ ckω
_
k , where by definition each ck ą 0. Since xλ,w1ηy “ xλ,w2ηy, we must

have xλ,w1ω
_
k y “ xλ,w2ω

_
k y for each k R J . Fix an arbitrary k R J . From w1 “ xw2tξz, we

also have

xλ,w1ω
_
k y “ xλ,w2tξω

_
k y,

by virtue of z P WJ . Hence

xλ,w2ω
_
k y “ xλ,w2tξω

_
k y.

As xδ, ω_
k y “ 0, we have (cf. [23, Eq. (6.5.5)])

tξω
_
k “ ω_

k ´ pω_
k |ξqK.
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We thus obtain
xw´1

2 λ, ω_
k y “ xw´1

2 λ, ω_
k y ´ pω_

k |ξqxw´1
2 λ,Ky,

or
0 “ pω_

k |ξqxw´1
2 λ,Ky.

As xw´1
2 λ,Ky “ xλ,Ky ą 0, we find that pω_

k |ξq “ 0 for every k R J , as claimed. This
implies that ξ P ‘jPJZα_

j , thus tξ P pWJqaf “ W pηq. □

Lemma 8.5. If q ď w is such that Wλq
´1vW pηq “ Wλpw´1 ˚˛ vqW pηq, then there is a

q̄ P qWλ such that
pq̄q

´1
P pw´1

˚˛ vqW pηqv´1.

Moreover, assuming w is a maximal length coset representative, q̄ ď w.

This concludes the proof of Proposition 8.2. The determination of the face Fpv, ηq is now
captured by the following task:

Task 8.6. Characterize the elements q ď w such that

q´1
P pw´1

˚˛ vqW pηqv´1.

That is, determine the intersection

W pηq X πpηq
pw´1

˚˛ vq
´1

re, w´1
sv.

When η is affine dominant, so that W pηq “ Wη is a finite parabolic subgroup and pď˛

, ˚˛q “ pď, ˚q are the usual Bruhat order and Demazure product, the approach as in the
finite case ([5, Proposition 7.4]) applies mutatis mutandis and one can find that

Wη X πpηq
pw´1

˚ vq
´1

re, w´1
sv “ re, πpηqpw

´1
˚ vqs (8.6)

as Bruhat intervals in Wη. However, even in the case when η is affine antidominant and
again W pηq “ Wη, the naive analogue of (8.6) for pď´, ˚´q fails, as seen in the following
example; see Corollary 10.5 for the correct formulation for this particular class of example.

Example 8.7. Let W be the affine Weyl group of type A
p1q

3 , and set η “ ´Λ_
1 ´ Λ_

3 so that
W pηq :“ xs0, s2y. Let w “ s0s3s2s1s2s0 P W and fix v :“ e P W pηq. Since e is maximal
with respect to the order ď´, we have that w´1 ˚´ v “ πpηqpw´1 ˚´ vq “ πpηqpw

´1 ˚´ vq “ e.
However, we have as intervals in W pηq that

W pηq X re, w´1
s “ re, s0s2s ‰ teu.

Roughly speaking, the Demazure products ˚´ and ˚ 8
2
lose too much information when

considering their interaction with W pηq and πpηqp¨q for the combinatorial structure on the
face Fpv, ηq. Instead, we must utilize a finer combinatorial tool that remembers data from
the coweight η: twisted Bruhat orders and their associated Demazure products. These orders
were first introduced by Dyer [14, 15] and have found applications to parabolic Kazhdan–
Lusztig theory and the combinatorics of wonderful compactifications [8]. Using this approach,
we complete our Task 8.6 by constructing a new element zη P W satisfying πpηqpzηq “

πpηqpw´1 ˚˛ vq and relate the corresponding intersection to the interval re, πpηqpzηqs in W pηq;
this is, crucially, in general distinct from re, πpηqpw

´1 ˚˛ vqs.
In the next section, we recall the twisted Bruhat orders associated to cocharacters, their

defining length functions, and the related combinatorics. Many of the preliminary results
of this section are the appropriate analogues of those for classical Bruhat order, stated
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uniformly across this more general framework. Then in Section 10 we introduce new classes
of Demazure products associated to these orders and apply this machinery to understand
the combinatorial structure of the faces in Pw

λ .

9. Twisted Bruhat orders

We take as our standard references [14], [15]; while twisted Bruhat orders are connected
to the more general notions of initial sections of reflection orders, we restrict to the special
case of those determined by appropriately dominant cocharacters (cf. [15, (1.2)]).

Definition 9.1. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter. Then we define a set of
positive roots A1

η and set of reflections Aη via

A1
η :“ tβ P Φ`

re|xβ, ηy ă 0u,

and
Aη :“ tsβ|β P A1

ηu.

For a Weyl group element w P W , recall the inversion set

Φw :“ Φ`
X wpΦ´

q “ tβ P Φ`
|w´1

pβq P Φ´
u;

note that necessarily Φw Ă Φ`
re. Then it is classically known that |Φw| “ lpwq (and similarly

|Φw´1 | “ lpwq, as lpwq “ lpw´1q). This gives an alternative approach to defining the length
function on W that avoids the reliance on reduced words. We can now introduce the twisted
length functions (associated to η) by suitably modifying this relationship between length
and inversion sets.

Definition 9.2. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter and A1
η as before. Then the

twisted length function lη : W Ñ Z is given by

lηpwq :“ lpwq ´ 2|Φw´1 X A1
η|.

Identically to the case of l8
2
or more generally l˛ from Section 3, once we have this length

function lη we can again associate to it an ordering on W ; these are what we refer to as
twisted Bruhat orders.

Definition 9.3. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter and lηp¨q the associated
twisted length function as above. Then the twisted Bruhat order ďη is a partial order on W

defined as follows: for any reflection sβ P W and arbitrary v P W , we say that v
β
ÝÑ sβv if

and only if lηpsβvq “ lηpvq `1. For general w, v P W , we say that w ďη v if and only if there
exist a sequence of reflections sβ1 , . . . , sβk

(possibly empty) such that

w
β1
ÝÑ sβ1w

β2
ÝÑ sβ2sβ1w

β3
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

βk
ÝÑ sβk

¨ ¨ ¨ sβ1w “ v.

The benefit of these twisted Bruhat orders is that they give a generalization of the three
Bruhat orders ď,ď´, and ď 8

2
on affine Weyl groups. Our definition for A1

η differs from that

in [15] by a sign; this is so that lηpwq “ lpwq and ďη“ď when η is affine dominant. Indeed,
A1

η “ ∅ in that case. Further, if η is affine antidominant regular, then A1
η “ Φ`, so in this

case
lηpwq “ lpwq ´ 2|Φw´1 X Φ`

| “ lpwq ´ 2lpwq “ l´pwq,

and thus ďη“ď´. Finally, if η is finite dominant regular–so that xαi, ηy ą 0 for all i ‰ 0
and xδ, ηy “ 0–then the following proposition is due to Dyer [15, Proposition 1.14].
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Proposition 9.4. For η finite dominant regular, lηpwq “ l8
2

pwq and ďη“ď 8
2
.

With this perspective, we can alternatively refer to the three orders up to now denoted ď˛

as the regular η orders, as these arise collectively when η is appropriately dominant and
regular.

When η is not regular, the associated length function lηp¨q and order ďη need not be one
of the previous orders. Nevertheless, the twisted Bruhat orders ďη and length functions
lηp¨q share key properties with pl˛,ď˛q; the first of these is one of the most crucial for our
purposes. Namely, plη,ďηq satisfies the diamond lemma, as proven by Dyer [14, Proposition
1.9].

Proposition 9.5. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter. Then the twisted Bruhat
order ďη satisfies the diamond lemma (as in Lemma 3.6).

Further, the length functions lηp¨q can be obtained by a modification of the “regular” case
by remembering data from the vanishing of η. We make this precise, as recorded in the
following proposition.

Proposition 9.6. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter, and let l˛p¨q be the regular
length function of the same type (that is, lp¨q, l´p¨q, or l8

2
p¨q according to η affine dominant,

affine antidominant, or finite dominant). Then for any w P W ,

lηpwq “ l˛pπpηq
pwqq ` lW pηqpπpηqpwqq,

where lW pηqp¨q is the length function on W pηq in its Coxeter presentation.

Before coming to a proof, which will focus on the relationship between finite dominant η
and the semi-infinite length function, we make a few remarks. First, observe that when η is
affine dominant we have as mentioned above lηp¨q “ lp¨q, and also that W pηq “ Wη is a finite
standard parabolic subgroup and W pηq “ W η the minimum-length coset representatives.
In this case lW pηqp¨q “ lp¨q is the usual length function restricted to Wη. All together,
for any w P W , Proposition 9.6 simply recovers the classical property of minimum-length
representatives

lpwq “ lpπpηq
pwqq ` lpπpηqpwqq.

When η is affine antidominant, again W pηq “ Wη is a finite parabolic subgroup. Here,
Proposition 9.6 would say that, for w P W ,

lηpwq “ l´pπpηq
pwqq ` lW pηqpπpηqpwqq “ ´lpπpηq

pwqq ` lpπpηqpwqq. (9.6)

In this setting, (9.6) was proven by Dyer [14, Lemma 5.3] (see also [8, Lemma 4.1]).
Now, let η be a finite dominant cocharacter with vanishing J . Then W pηq “ pWJqaf, which

as we saw in Section 7 is a reflection group given by xsβ|β P pΦJq
`
afy. Furthermore, this is

itself a Coxeter group, although its presentation as such is not inherited from the standard
Coxeter system for W . As all we will need is the associated length function, we record the
following lemma from Peterson [33, Lecture 13].

Lemma 9.7. As a Coxeter group, pWJqaf has length function

lpWJ qafpwq “ |tβ P pΦJq
`
af |wpβq P Φ´

u| “ |pΦJq
`
af X Φw´1 |.

With this in hand, we can now turn to the proof of Proposition 9.6.
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Proof of Proposition 9.6. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter. For η affine dom-
inant or antidominant, see the preceding discussion and references therein. We focus here
on η finite dominant. To that end, recall by definition that for any w P W , we set

lηpwq :“ lpwq ´ 2|Φw´1 X A1
η|,

where A1
η “ tβ P Φ`

re|xβ, ηy ă 0u. Let η have vanishing J , so that xαi, ηy “ 0 if and only if
i P J , xαi, ηy ą 0 for i R J , and xδ, ηy “ 0. Then explicitly we have

A1
η “ t´γ ` nδ|γ P Φ̊`

zΦ̊`
J , n ą 0u.

We partition Φ`
re into four disjoint sets:

Ω1 :“ tα ` nδ|α P Φ̊`
J , n ě 0u,

Ω2 :“ tα ` nδ|α P Φ̊`
zΦ̊`

J , n ě 0u,

Ω3 :“ t´α ` nδ|α P Φ̊`
J , n ą 0u,

Ω4 :“ t´α ` nδ|α P Φ̊`
zΦ̊`

J , n ą 0u.

Note that we have A1
η “ Ω4 and that Ω1 \ Ω3 “ pΦJq

`
af. Then we compute lηpwq by

lηpwq “ lpwq ´ 2|Φw´1 X Ω4| “ lpwq ´ 2|Φw´1 X pΩ3 \ Ω4q| ` 2|Φw´1 X Ω3|.

But by our discussion on regular orders–and in particular for finite regular dominant cocharacters–
we get that

lpwq ´ 2|Φw´1 X pΩ3 \ Ω4q| “ l8
2

pwq,

thus we have lηpwq “ l8
2

pwq ` 2|Φw´1 X Ω3|.

Using the interaction of the unique factorization W “ pW JqafpWJqaf and l8
2

p¨q (cf. [33,

Lecture 13]), we have

l8
2

pwq “ l8
2

pπpηq
pwqq ` l8

2
pπpηqpwqq

so that
lηpwq “ l8

2
pπpηq

pwqq ` l8
2

pπpηqpwqq ` 2|Φw´1 X Ω3|.

Consider now the set Φw´1 X Ω3. By definition, this is precisely the set of positive real
roots β P Ω3 such that wpβq P Φ´. This we rewrite as

πpηq
pwq

`

πpηqpwqpβq
˘

P Φ´.

But πpηqpwqpβq is of the form γ ` kδ for some γ P Q̊J , since πpηqpwq P pWJqaf and β P Ω3 Ă

pΦJq
`
af. Suppose that this is a positive root. Then πpηqpwqpβq P pΦJq

`
af, forcing

wpβq “ πpηq
pwq

`

πpηqpwqpβq
˘

P Φ`,

a contradiction. Thus β P Φw´1 X Ω3 forces β P Φπpηqpwq´1 X Ω3. The opposite inclusion
Φπpηqpwq´1 X Ω3 Ď Φw´1 X Ω3 is similar. So we get

Φw´1 X Ω3 “ Φπpηqpwq´1 X Ω3.

Thus, we have

lηpwq “ l8
2

pπpηq
pwqq ` l8

2
pπpηqpwqq ` 2|Φw´1 X Ω3|

“ l8
2

pπpηq
pwqq ` l8

2
pπpηqpwqq ` 2|Φπpηqpwq´1 X Ω3|

“ l8
2

pπpηq
pwqq ` lηpπpηqpwqq,
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by applying the connection (valid for any w) between lηp¨q and l8
2

p¨q from above to πpηqpwq.

In total, we will have proven Proposition 9.6 if we can show that lηp¨q “ lpWJ qafp¨q when
restricted to pWJqaf.
To this end, fix v P pWJqaf. Again exploiting the definition of lηp¨q, we have

lηpvq “ lpvq ´ 2|Φv´1 X Ω4|

“ |Φv´1 X Ω1| ` |Φv´1 X Ω2| ` |Φv´1 X Ω3| ´ |Φv´1 X Ω4|,

using the partition of Φ`
re and that lpvq “ |Φv´1 X Φ`

re|. By Lema 9.7, we can rewrite this as

lηpvq “ lpWJ qafpvq ` |Φv´1 X Ω2| ´ |Φv´1 X Ω4|.

Finally, we can conclude the proof by showing for any v P pWJqaf that

|Φv´1 X Ω2| “ |Φv´1 X Ω4|.

Write v “ ytξ in the presentation pWJqaf “ WJ ˙ Q̊_
J . Fix a positive root β P Ω2; recall that

this means we can write
β “ α ` nδ, α P Φ̊`

zΦ̊`
J , n ě 0.

Applying v, we get
vpβq “ ytξpα ` nδq “ ypαq ` pn ´ xα, ξyq δ.

Since y P WJ and α P Φ̊`zΦ̊`
J , ypαq is a positive root. Therefore we have

Φv´1 X Ω2 “ tβ P Ω2|vpβq P Φ´
u “ tα ` nδ P Ω2|n ´ xα, ξy ă 0u.

In particular, we get for such an α ` nδ that 0 ď n ă xα, ξy, and any such n will work. In
total, this gives

|Φv´1 X Ω2| “
ÿ

αPΦ̊`zΦ̊`
J

xα,ξyą0

xα, ξy.

By similar considerations,

Φv´1 X Ω4 “ t´α ` nδ P Ω4| ´ ypαq ` pn ` xα, ξyq δ P Φ´
u,

forcing 0 ă n ď ´xα, ξy and therefore we have

|Φv´1 X Ω4| “
ÿ

αPΦ̊`zΦ̊`
J

xα,ξyă0

´xα, ξy.

In total, we have |Φv´1 X Ω2| “ |Φv´1 X Ω4| if and only if
ÿ

αPΦ̊`zΦ̊`
J

xα,ξyą0

xα, ξy “
ÿ

αPΦ̊`zΦ̊`
J

xα,ξyă0

´xα, ξy,

or equivalently (as including those α with xα, ξy “ 0 does not change the sum) if and only if
ÿ

αPΦ̊`zΦ̊`
J

xα, ξy “ 0.

Finally, we rewrite

ÿ

αPΦ̊`zΦ̊`
J

xα, ξy “

C

¨

˝

ÿ

αPΦ̊`zΦ̊`
J

α

˛

‚, ξ

G

;
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we claim that this is zero. Indeed, since Φ̊`zΦ̊`
J is a WJ -invariant set, the summation

ř

αPΦ̊`zΦ̊`
J
α is WJ -fixed. This forces the pairing of this sum against any simple coroot

α_
i P Q̊_

J to be zero. Since ξ P Q̊_
J , this concludes the proof. □

The next pair of lemmas gives relations between the orders ďη and the coset-representative
maps πpηqp¨q.

Lemma 9.8. For all w P W , πpηqpwq ďη w.

Proof. Write by unique factorization w “ πpηqpwqπpηqpwq. In W pηq, write

πpηqpwq “ sγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sγk

as a reduced word in Coxeter generators tsγiu of W pηq. For 0 ď j ď k, we set

wj :“ πpηq
pwqsγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sγj .

By unique factorization, we have πpηqpwjq “ πpηqpwq and πpηqpwjq “ sγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sγj . Further, by
Proposition 9.6, we have

lηpwjq “ l˛pπpηq
pwqq ` j.

Now, we rewrite wj “ sβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sβj
πpηqpwq, where βr :“ πpηqpwq pγrq P Φ`

re, as γr P Φ`
η and of

course πpηqpwq P W pηq. Then we can now write

wj`1 “ sεwj,

where ε :“ sβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sβj
pβj`1q “ πpηqpwqsγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sγjpγj`1q; note that ε P Φ`

re, since π
pηqpwq P W pηq

and by assumption πpηqpwq “ sγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sγk was a reduced expression in Coxeter generators,
which forces sγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sγjpγj`1q P Φ`

η .
Thus we have a sequence of covering relations in ďη as follows:

πpηq
pwq “ w0 ăη w1 ăη w2 ăη ¨ ¨ ¨ ăη wk “ w,

proving the lemma. □

Lemma 9.9. Fix u P W pηq a coset representative, and let w P W such that u ďη w. Then
u ďη π

pηqpwq.

Proof. We induct on lηpwq ´ lηpuq, the base case being trivial.
If πpηqpwq “ w, then we are done. Else, as in the proof of Lemma 9.8, there exists

some Coxeter generator sγ P W pηq such that wsγ ăη w (where, previously, we denoted
wsγ :“ wk´1). Also, as u P W pηq, note that u ăη usγ. Finally, by an appropriate “right-
handed” variation of the diamond lemma (or the Z-property) we can conclude that

u ďη w, u ďη usγ, wsγ ďη w ùñ u ďη wsγ.

Therefore by induction u ďη π
pηqpwsγq “ πpηqpwq. □

Remark 9.10. We do not supply details for this right-handed diamond lemma, proven by
Dyer [14], which is applicable for a certain subset of (not necessarily simple) reflections. We
refer to [15, (1.19) and Example 1.20(iv)] to apply this result in our setting for sγ P W pηq a
Coxeter generator.

Taken together, Lemmas 9.8 and 9.9 give the following proposition.

Proposition 9.11. The map πpηq is ďη-order preserving; that is, let u,w P W such that
u ďη w. Then πpηqpuq ďη π

pηqpwq.
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Proof. Fix u P W and consider w P W with u ďη w. By Lemma 9.8, we know that

πpηq
puq ďη u ďη w,

so that πpηqpuq ďη w. Now apply Lemma 9.9 to get πpηqpuq ďη π
pηqpwq. □

Finally, we conclude this section with an alternative characterization of ďη, as given in
[15, Definition 1.11] (see also [14, Proposition 1.2]) specialized to our case of cocharacter-
twisted orders. We will make use of this characterization in the proof of Theorem 10.3.

Proposition 9.12. Fix an appropriately dominant cocharacter η, and let w P W be arbitrary
and sγ P W a reflection for some positive real root γ P Φ`

re. Then ďη is the unique partial
order on W satisfying

sγw ďη w ðñ γ P Φw ‘ wpA1
ηq,

where ‘ denotes the symmetric set difference.

10. Combinatorial structure on faces of P λ
w

In this section, we prove the primary combinatorial results which allow us to understand
the faces of the Demazure weight polytope Pw

λ . To do this, we first introduce (in analogy
with the orders ď˛) a twisted Demazure product ˚η associated to the twisted orders ďη. Since
the machinery developed in Section 3.2, and in particular in Definition 3.10 and Proposition
3.11, only relied on our choice of order and the related length function satisfying the diamond
lemma, the results therein are readily available for the twisted orders ďη via Proposition 9.5.
For example, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 10.1. Let w, v P W . Then the set tre, wsvu has a unique maximal element
with respect to the twisted order ďη, and we can write

w ˚η v :“ maxďηtre, wsvu.

Remark 10.2. The existence of this maximum was also given in [8, Lemma 3.5], again
by exploiting the diamond lemma for ďη (and more general twisted orders). However, the
description and connection to Demazure products was not explored in loc. cit.

We can now state and prove the first major result of this section, which gives a “first
approximation” to the intersections of interest as in Task 8.6. We adopt uniformly the
notational conventions of Definition 7.8.

Theorem 10.3. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter, and consider the associated
twisted order ďη and twisted Demazure product ˚η. Let W pηq and W pηq be the associated
reflection group and coset representatives, respectively, with maps πpηq : W Ñ W pηq and

πpηq : W Ñ W pηq.
Fix w P W arbitrary, and fix a coset representative v P W pηq. Then as intervals in the

Coxeter group W pηq, we have

W pηq X
`

πpηq
pw ˚η vq

˘´1
re, wsv “ re, πpηqpw ˚η vqs.

Proof. Let Θ :“ W pηq X
`

πpηqpw ˚η vq
˘´1

re, wsv, for convenience. We show the two contain-
ments re, πpηqpw ˚η vqs Ď Θ and Θ Ď re, πpηqpw ˚η vqs in turn.
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For the first containment, we induct on lW pηqpπpηqpw ˚η vqq´ lW pηqpyq for y P re, πpηqpw ˚η vqs.
The base case corresponds to y “ πpηqpw ˚η vq. This is of course an element of W pηq. By
Proposition 10.1, write w ˚η v “ qv for some unique q P re, ws. Then by unique factorization

πpηqpw ˚η vq “
`

πpηq
pw ˚η vq

˘´1
qv,

so in total we get πpηqpw ˚η vq P Θ.
Now suppose that sγy ăW pηq y in the W pηq Bruhat order; note then that necessarily

γ P Φ`
η , where Φ`

η is as in Definition 7.8. Since W pηq Ă W is a reflection subgroup, by
[13, Theorem 1.4] we in fact also get

sγy ă y

in the inherited Bruhat order from W . This implies that y´1pγq P Φ´; more specif-
ically, as γ P Φ`

η and y P W pηq, we have that y´1pγq P ´Φ`
η . By induction, write

y “
`

πpηqpw ˚η vq
˘´1

rv for some r P re, ws. This gives

y´1
pγq “ v´1r´1πpηq

pw ˚η vqpγq

ùñ vy´1
pγq “ r´1

`

πpηq
pw ˚η vqpγq

˘

.

Since y´1pγq P ´Φ`
η and by assumption v P W pηq, we have vy´1pγq P Φ´. On the other hand,

since γ P Φ`
η and πpηqpw ˚η vq P W pηq, we have β :“ πpηqpw ˚η vqpγq P Φ`. Then r´1pβq P Φ´

which implies that, in usual Bruhat order,

sβr ă r;

thus sβr P re, ws. Finally, we write

sβr “ πpηq
pw ˚η vqsγ

`

πpηq
pw ˚η vq

˘´1
r

“ πpηq
pw ˚η vqsγyv

´1

ùñ sγy “
`

πpηq
pw ˚η vq

˘´1
psβrqv P Θ,

finishing the proof of re, πpηqpw ˚η vqs Ď Θ.

For the second containment, let y P Θ, and write y :“
`

πpηqpw ˚η vq
˘´1

rv for some r P

re, ws. Then by definition,

πpηq
pw ˚η vqy “ rv ďη w ˚η v.

Then fix γ1, γ2, . . . , γk P Φ`
re such that

πpηq
pw ˚η vqy “ sγk ¨ ¨ ¨ sγ1pw ˚η vq ăη sγk´1

¨ ¨ ¨ sγ1pw ˚η vq ăη ¨ ¨ ¨ ăη sγ1pw ˚η vq ăη w ˚η v.

We rewrite this as

πpηq
pw ˚η vqy “ πpηq

pw ˚η vqsβk
¨ ¨ ¨ sβ1πpηqpw ˚η vq ăη ¨ ¨ ¨ ăη π

pηq
pw ˚η vqsβ1πpηqpw ˚η vq ăη w ˚η v,

where βi :“
`

πpηqpw ˚η vq
˘´1

pγiq; we claim that each βi is a positive root in Φ`
η . Indeed,

by Proposition 9.11 since πpηqpw ˚η vqy and w ˚η v have the same coset representative in
W pηq, every element in this chain also has coset representative πpηqpw ˚η vq. This forces each

sβi
P W pηq so that βi P Φη, but since γi P Φ`

re by assumption and βi “
`

πpηqpw ˚η vq
˘´1

pγiq,
indeed we get βi P Φ`

η .
For all i, by Proposition 9.12 we have

sγi`1
¨ ¨ ¨ sγ1pw ˚η vq ăη sγi ¨ ¨ ¨ sγ1pw ˚η vq ðñ γi`1 P Φsγi ¨¨¨sγ1 pw˚ηvq ‘ sγi ¨ ¨ ¨ sγ1pw ˚η vq

`

A1
η

˘

,
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where again ‘ is the symmetric difference. Suppose that γi`1 P sγi ¨ ¨ ¨ sγ1pw˚ηvq
`

A1
η

˘

. Write,
for some α P A1

η,

γi`1 “ sγi ¨ ¨ ¨ sγ1pw ˚η vqpαq

ùñ
`

πpηq
pw ˚η vq

˘´1
sγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sγipγi`1q “ πpηqpw ˚η vqpαq

ùñ sβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sβi
pβi`1q “ πpηqpw ˚η vqpαq

But now, pairing both sides with η produces a contradiction: since each βj P Φ`
η , we know

that sβj
pηq “ η and xβj, ηy “ 0. So, the left hand side evaluates to zero. But the right hand

side evaluates as
xπpηqpw ˚η vqpαq, ηy “ xα, ηy ă 0

since by assumption α P A1
η. Therefore by the symmetric difference, we conclude

γi`1 P Φsγi ¨¨¨sγ1 pw˚ηvq.

Hence, we have for all i that

pw ˚η vq
´1sγ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sγipγi`1q P Φ´

ùñ
`

πpηqpw ˚η vq
˘´1

sβ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sβi
pβi`1q P Φ´

ùñ sβi`1
¨ ¨ ¨ sβ1πpηq ăW pηq sβi

¨ ¨ ¨ sβ1πpηqpw ˚η vq as a relation in W pηq.

In particular, this gives

y “ sβk
¨ ¨ ¨ sβ1πpηqpw ˚η vq ăW pηq ¨ ¨ ¨ ăW pηq sβ1πpηqpw ˚η vq ăW pηq πpηqpw ˚η vq,

so that y P re, πpηqpw ˚η vqs, as desired. □

Remark 10.4. Purely combinatorially, Theorem 10.3 gives a description of the elements
in a translated interval with fixed coset representative as an interval in a reflection (or of-
ten, parabolic) subgroup. While our context is for a particular coset representative, Oh and
Richmond [32] obtain similar results for non-translated intervals with arbitrary coset rep-
resentatives. The methods therein also rely on (classical) Demazure product arguments; it
would be interesting to see how to adapt the twisted Demazure product approach more gen-
erally. As a particular common corollary to Theorem 10.3 and [32], we recall the following
earlier result of van den Hombergh [36] and Billey, Fan, and Losonczy [6].

Corollary 10.5. Let w P W , and fix a parabolic subgroup WJ Ă W . Then for any reduced
expression w “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sik , we have

WJ X re, ws “ re, sJ s,

where we define sJ :“ sij1 ˚ sij2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ sijr , where psij1 , . . . , sijr q is the maximal subsequence
of simple reflections in WP in the reduced expression for w.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 10.3 by setting η to be an affine antidominant cocharacter
with vanishing J and v :“ e P W pηq. Then it is easy to see from the definition of ˚η in this
case that, for w as above, w ˚η v “ πpηqpw ˚η vq “ sJ . □

Finally, we apply these results to complete our Task 8.6 and thereby describe combina-
torially the faces of Pw

λ . The final step is to note that, as stated, Theorem 10.3 does not
a priori apply to these faces, as the result is for coset representatives of w ˚η v in place of
w ˚˛ v. However, the subsequent proposition takes care of this supposed difference.
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Proposition 10.6. Let η be an appropriately dominant cocharacter, and fix w P W and
v P W pηq. Let ˚η be the twisted Demazure product associated to η, and let ˚˛ be the Demazure
product for the associated “regular” order for η (as in Proposition 9.6). Then in W pηq we
have

πpηq
pw ˚η vq “ πpηq

pw ˚˛ vq.

Proof. Write w ˚η v “ qv and w ˚˛ v “ q1v for elements q, q1 P re, ws. Since the Demazure
products are the maximum elements in re, wsv for their respective orderings, we have that

w ˚˛ v ďη w ˚η v,

w ˚η v ď˛ w ˚˛ v.

By Proposition 9.11, we have πpηqpw ˚˛ vq ďη πpηqpw ˚η vq, so that lηpπpηqpw ˚˛ vqq ď

lηpπpηqpw ˚η vqq. By Proposition 9.6, this in fact gives

l˛pπpηq
pw ˚˛ vqq ď l˛pπpηq

pw ˚η vqq.

Likewise, we can consider the restriction of the ordering ď˛ to W pηq; this restriction is
order-preserving on coset representatives. (When ď˛ is the usual or opposite Bruhat order
this is classical; see [22, Lemma 6.1.1] for the corresponding result for ď 8

2
.) In particular,

we have
πpηq

pw ˚η vq ď˛ πpηq
pw ˚˛ vq,

so that l˛pπpηqpw ˚η vqq ď l˛pπpηqpw ˚˛ vqq. Taken together, we get again by Proposition 9.11
that

lηpπpηq
pw ˚η vqq “ lηpπpηq

pw ˚˛ vqq.

But since πpηqpw ˚˛ vq ďη π
pηqpw ˚η vq, this forces

πpηq
pw ˚η vq “ πpηq

pw ˚˛ vq.

□

Remark 10.7. While we will not make explicit use of it here, it is not hard to see the related
fact that the restrictions of ďη and ď˛ to W pηq coincide.

Combining Theorem 10.3 and Proposition 10.6, we arrive at the following result which
finishes Task 8.6 and gives a description of faces of Pw

λ .

Theorem 10.8. Fix λ a dominant integral weight and w P W . Let η be an appropriately
dominant cocharacter and fix v P W pηq. Retaining previous notation, the collection of vertices
tqλ|q P re, wsu lying on the face Fpv, ηq of Pw

λ corresponds to the interval

Ω :“ W pηq X
`

πpηq
pw´1

˚˛ vq
˘´1

re, w´1
sv “ re, πpηqpw

´1
˚η vqs

in W pηq, via

y P Ω ÞÑ vy´1
`

πpηq
pw´1

˚˛ vq
˘´1

looooooooooooomooooooooooooon

q

λ.

Remark 10.9. Recall that by Proposition 2.4, we have for w P W and dominant integral
weight λ that

Pw
λ “ convptvλ : v ď wuq.

With this description, the affine Demazure weight polytopes are certain generalizations of
the Bruhat interval polytopes, introduced by Tsukerman and Williams [35], to the setting of
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affine Weyl groups for the intervals re, ws (see also the discussion in [5, Remark 7.8]). In
this perspective, Theorem 10.8 gives another instance of the recurring theme that “faces of
Bruhat interval polytopes are again Bruhat interval polytopes.”

Remark 10.10. When G is a finite-dimensional complex reductive group, in [5, Proposition
7.9] we make the further connection that the faces Fpv, ηq are themselves the Demazure weight
polytopes corresponding to certain Levi subalgebras. This realization was used, crucially, to
give an inductive approach to questions on saturation of Demazure characters. In the present
setting, we can similarly realize the faces Fpv, ηq for affine Demazure weight polytopes as
weight polytopes themselves, corresponding to (not necessarily Levi) subalgebras determined
by Φ`

η . We do not give details here, for brevity.
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